Ultra-high Fidelity Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop (cHIL) Nanosecond resolution “flight simulator” for future grid
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Grid is an emerging **cyber-physical** system: smart inverters, distributed generation, micro-grids, distributed storage coupled with distributed control and communication.

**Complexity** of the cyber-physical system is driving the need for new test tools/methods.

Real-time Controller **Hardware-in-the-loop** (cHIL) simulation is becoming ubiquitous in power electronics and power systems.
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**Easy to use**

Plug and play interface to industrial controllers (customized)
The new way of TESTING Complete Systems.
The Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop way.
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Ultra-high fidelity via vertically integrated cHIL solution
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- Software is blamed for more major business problems than any other man-made product.
- Poor software quality has become one of the most expensive topics in human history: > $150 billion per year in U.S.
- Improving software quality is a key topic for all industries. Power systems included.
Differential analyzer, Vannevar Bush, MIT 1927
Test relentlessly.
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